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NAMING IN A MESSAGE-PASSING LANGUAGE
The simplest interprocess conm~unication pr~ mitives allow processes to exchange information through a single input queue associated with each process. All messages directed to a given process share this queue even when their contents are of different types or they come from distincts par~ ners. Of course this forces the receiver to interpret the contents of each message at run time, and does not guarantee an high degree of protection since the message queue can be accessed by any process. In this case the compiler can exec~ te only very simple checks, since communication is almost completely solved at run time.
A more structured view of interactions can be obtained when we see the processes of a program as connected by logical channels that allow a subset of processes to send messages to another distinct subset of processes. Each channel can be individuated by the ordered triple.
( sender processes , receiver processes , type) where type is the data type of messages.
In several message passing language~ channels, called also mailboxes or port,,are conside red as objects defined in the language /Mao 79, Wulf 75a. Rashid 81/ and specific constructs to operate on them are introduced. When a process P wants to communicate with a process Q, P connects itself to some channels as a sender and to other ones as a receiver, waits for Q to be connected too and then refers the channels in its send/receive co~ands. Notice that this view does not prevent a pr! cess from dynamically selecting the partner of-a communication, provided that the partner name can be specified by a variable whose value may be updated.
Further advantages can be obtained if we permit only one-to-one or many-to-one communications, i.e. the sender has to specify only one process as the receiver, while the receiver specifies that it is waiting for a message from any process belonging to a given set. Under this con dition, a logical channel can be considered as a private data structure of a single process, i.e. the receiver of the channel itself. A process P can update variables used to refer partners in receive commands: this corresponds to grant/revoke the rights to use some of the channels of P.
THE ECSP LANGUAGE
ECSP /Baiardi 81a, Baiardi 81b/ is a messagepassing language that adopts and extends the CSP model /Hoare 78/. We will present here only its main characteristics in connection with the topics addressed in this work. By an asymmetric communication, which can be synchronous only, a process P may receive a messa ge from any process belonging to a given set QI, ...,Qn. The syntax of the input command is:
where x is a processname variable (discussed in the following) which is assigned the name of the sender of the received message: this is the first process in QI,...,Qn which is ready to communicate.
An asymmetric channel is defined uniquely by the names of the possible source processes, by the name of the destination process and by the messa ge type. Furthermore P cannot contain another in put command with the same message type but refer ring a set of processes distinct from QI,...,Qn.
In ECSP the names of processes may be either constant or variables. In the latter case a data type, processname, is introduced in the language to allow a process to dynamically modify the set of its partners. The main purpose of this facility is to support reconfiguration and dynamic protection policies to achieve higher robustness /Baiardi 81a/. The range of values of a process name variable declared in a process P is the un defined value and the names of the possible part ners of P.
An input/output command where the partner name is given by the value of a processname variable x can be seen as exploiting a 'dynamic' communication channel, i.e. the partners connec ted to the channel can be changed by a new assi~ ment to x. Notice that a processname variable x may be associated with a set of channels individuated by the input/output commands where x appears.
Process Structuring
A process P can have a hierarchical struct~ re. This means that it can activate a set of pro cess PI,...,Pn and wait for their termination. This is expressed by the parallel command: activate PI,...,Pn end where each Pi can in turn activate other processes.
The partners of P cannot observe that P has been replaced by a set of processes and thus the presence of PI .... ,Pn is completely hidden to the interaction environment of P: a partner of P always refers P in its input/output commands even when it actually communicates with one of PI,...,Pn. Each Pi, instead, inherits from P the knowledge of the names of the partners of P. In terms of channels this means that PI,...,Pn can inherit channels defined in P: however this is in visible to the other processes connected to the se channels. ECSP does not require that the channels inherited by each Pi are explicitly defined in P.
For modularity reasons it is preferable that each Pi can define also new logical channels (distinct from those of P) with the partners of P. These channels are however said to be inheri ted since they are considered to be defined by P. Of course, to avoid ambiguities, Pi and Pj (i@j) cannot define the same channel.
For each pair of channels defined in a pr~ cess P Ci=(setj, P, Ti)
Cj=(setj, P, Tj) if i#j then seti~setj=~ or Ti#Tj.
When this requirement is not met, we say that there is an ambiguity in the program. The ambiguity is called sequential when the two channels, Ci and Cj, are defined by the commands of the sa me process. When, instead, Ci and Cj appear in two distinct processes Pi and Pj activated by a process P, the ambiguity is called concurrent.
Notice that, because of processname variables, the absence of ambiguity cannot be completely checked at compile time, and so the compiler has to generate code to evaluate the condition at run time.
Let us discuss the following example to show that a sequential ambiguity could reveal an incon gruity in the scheduling of a resource. Suppose that R is a resource encapsulated in and managed by process P. Two operations can be executed on R: opl with parameters par11,...,parln and op2 with parameters par21,...,par2m. The messages re questing the execution of an operation are trans mitted over two dynamic channels with types (opl, record type(part1) .... ,type(parln)) and (op2, re cord type(par21),...,type(par2m)) respectively.
To execute an operation a userprocess sends a request over an asymmetric channel specifying the operation and waits for being connected to the appropriate channel. After the connection, the user process sends the parameters and waits for the answer• Furthermore, let us suppose that a given process PI has always the right to execu w te opl; so PI is connected by a static channel to P and does not request the permission to execute opl.
The skeleton of the program of P is shown in fig. I .
A sequential ambiguity is signalled when the value PI is assigned to y. This reveals both an incongruous request of PI and that the checks on process requests fail in this situation. c) The set of tools for the compilation should be partitioned into two subsets: the tools independent from any given architect~ re (front-end tools) and the architecture dependent ones (back-end tools).
Structure of the compiler
The compiler front-end is given by the fo! lowing tools: the abstract syntax builder, the type checker, the channel generator, the interface checker and the intermediate code generator.
The back end includes the generator of data struc tures used by the run-time support, i.e. process and channel descriptors, the code generator and the code optimizer.
Notice that distinct tools have been developed for the analysis of logical communication channels and for the generation of data structures implementing the channels.
We will now describe the main characteristics of those tools of the front-end that present original features when compared to the sequential case.
Abstract syntax builder
The abstract syntax builder (ASB) includes the lexical and the syntactic analysis of an ECSP process. It produces a set of abstract syntax trees (ast). The output is a set of ast'sbecause the process analyzed could define other processes due to the feasibility of nesting parallel commands: in this case a distinct ast is generated for each process. This choice has been influenced by the requirement of separate compilation.
The activation relation between processes is described by a further output, the activation tree.
An activation tree has two kinds of nodes corresponding to processes and to parallel commands re spectively. In the activation tree, each process node has as many sons as the parallel commands in its command list are. Each parallel command node has as many sons as the processes it activates.
In ECSP, the body of a process Pi, activated by P, can be specified in the declarative part of P. During the analysis of P, when the ASB examines the declaration of P, it suspends both the ana lysis and the building as soon as Pi ast has been built. The activation tree is updated when the ASB meets the parallel command activating Pi (not during the analysis of Pi). To support separate compilation of processes, P can~also activate a process Pi without specifying the process body.
This case is signalled in the activation tree by proper information associated with the process n~ de corresponding to Pi.
Since a distinct ast is produced for each process, each tool can be applied to a single pro_ cess. So, the user can choose between a tradltio-nal compilation cycle, implemented by a further tool invoking the others, or an interactive use of the various tools.
If a syntactic error is signalled during the analysis of process P, the ast for P is not generated. After having recovered the error, on ly P has to be reanalyzed, since theast's for the correct processes are always generated.
Txpe checker
The type checker visits the ast to associa te each variable with its type and to verify that each statement is correct with respect to data types. Each i/o command is associated with the information, about the message type, required by the other tools.
Type analysis is simple since ECSP is a strongly typed language, and so variables have equivalent types only if their types have the same name. Besides the enriched ast, the tool produces also the symbol table of the process.
Channel generator
The channel generator and the interface checker, described in the following section, performe a set of consistency checks of channels.
The channel generator analyzes the channels of a single process, while the interface checker veri fies the mutual consistency between channels defined in distinct processes. As it will be clear in the following, this distinction makes separate compilation easier.
When applied to a process P, che channel generator (CG) first of all derives the set of input channels of P by an analysis of the input commands and of the declarations of P. By this analysis the CG derives also the dynamic channels associated with each processname variable of P. After having generated the channels, CG verifies that no sequential ambiguity exists among the static channels defined in P. This CG analyses also the output commands of a process. From this analysis it deduces which input channels must be defined by the partners belonging to the same interaction environment. This information will be used by the interface checker. IC checks that the partner has defined one input channel that could receive the message. When the command refers a process outside the parallel com mand, P is associated with the information that it will execute such an output command.
When this analysis has been performed for all the processes activated in a parallel command, IC analyzes the channels associated with the parallel command in step c) to verify the non ambiguity condition: i.e. it checks that two processes do not define the same input channel, or two channels that could be ambiguous after a proper assignment to a processname variable in either process. It also checks that two or more pr£ cesses do not contain output commands that refer, or could refer, the same channel.
In the case of concurrent ambiguities the set of possible collisions for a channel is not introduced, as for sequential ambiguities. Now the channel that could become ambiguous are defined in distinct processes; the checks cannot be implemented by code of processes since they should examine the ~ariables of other processes and this is in contrast with the local environment model.
So the checks should be implemented in the run ti me support but this strongly increases the execution overhead. Thus we have chosen to consider each concurrent ambiguity as a static error.
If the analysis of the channels associated with a parallel command does not detect an error, these channels are joint to those defined by the process P executing the parallel command. A channel which has already been defined in P, or in a process activated in a parallel command previously examined, is discarded.
If no error is signalled, an extended set of input channels of P, and an extended set of info[ mation on the output command of P, have been determined. Thus the analysis can be recursively ap plied to the ancestors of P until the root of the tree is reached.
After the IC analysis all the channels defi ned in a process, and those used by the process itself, have been determined. This information will be exploited in the generation of the data structures and of the descriptors for the run ti me support.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has described the structure of a compiler for a concurrent language and the checks on process interfaces. We have shown how the adoption of explicit naming in interprocess conmaunication has enabled the detection of seve ral kinds of errors at compile time; this is al so due to the adoption of typed messages.
Other influences of the kind of naming adopted in a language are currently investigated. In par ticular the choice of using names of processes (not of channels) has proven to be useful in the definition of an optimizer for concurrent programs.
The tools have already been implemented and are currently under testing. They are used to de velop concurrent software for the MuTEAM distributed computer.
